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Summary
Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.88.

Highlight of Version 6.2.88

Folio Transport and Accommodation Indicators

More

New Features
Improvements
Fixes

Highlights of this release

Folio Transport and Accommodation Indicators
The Folio document has been updated to show transport and accommodation indicators in a traffic light system.
Transport indicators are controlled by the SAM Parameter TransportAvailabilityConfig. Accommodation indicators are
controlled per camp by the SAM Parameter CampAvailabilityConfig. Indicators are only visible for new or modified
items.

The indicators also appear on the Transport Search popup in Workflow. This is visible on both the Folio and Site Travel
documents.

Folio Booking View

Folio Site Visit Editor
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New Features, Improvements and Fixes

New Features
1. Bulk Profile Update has been updated to allow profiles to be reactivated. The updated search allows inactive profiles to be located and

downloaded. When reactivating profiles, already active profiles cannot be selected. Profiles which have been completed with a non-graceful
termination type cannot be reactivated by the Bulk Profile Update. [#21914]

Bulk Profile Update Search

2. Workforce Report SRF326 Workflow Multi Period KPI has been created to show requests raised in a known period where the bookings affect a
specified period. [#22490]

Improvements
1. The SAM Dashboard Transport Widget has been updated to include the passenger status. [#22066]

2. The Folio Document has been updated to allow itineraries to be optionally included when processing. A checkbox has been added to determine
when the itinerary will be included. When the Parameter FolioItineraryAttach is Y the checkbox will be ticked by default. [#21909]

3. The ability to complete profiles has been removed from the Bulk Profile Update. This process can be completed using People | Complete.

4. SAM Profile Change requests in Workflow have been updated to allow document attachments. Note, the attachments do not transfer to the
profile. [#22223]

5. Workforce Report SRF179 Transport Details has been updated to include the TripId when enabled in SAM. [#22138]

6. Workforce Report SRF233 Charter Manifest Upload Template has been updated to allow return trips to be included. When specifying the
arrive location, depart location and return criteria, the report will include transports in both directions of the locations specified. Output fields have
also been added to the report. [#22516]

7. Workforce Report SRF173 Manifest has been updated to allow Issued Equipment to be included in the optional output fields. [#22543]

8. Workflow Site Travel has been updated to allow the requestor to select the tenement number if it is required by the flight. [#22661]

9. Surname capitalisation has been updated to be determined based on the parameter SurnameCapitalisation. This parameter allows values of
Upper, Lower, Title, None. When using None, the surname will remain exactly as the user types. Existing profiles are only updated when they are
saved. [#22794]

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue where the SAM Dashboard Transport Widget would not show transports unless they had bookings on them. [#22065]

2. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF175 Roster to Excel where columns were deleted in custom templates when included after the final
date columns.

3. Fixed an issue where if a roster is re-run for a person and that person already has an existing confirmed transport then it will no longer advise
that they caused the transport to be overbooked.

4. Fixed an issue with the SAM Profile Change document in Workflow where if the profile owns a room and their room type is changed then the
user must confirm the change as they will lose their room allocation. [#22360, # 21925, # 22720]

5. Fixed an issue where editing a profile in Workflow could result in the person being assigned to an inactive Department if the Department was
deactivated before the request was approved. [#22318]

6. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF249 People Onsite where the report could not be run with a custom template if it did not include the
Phone field. [#22472]

7. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF175 Roster to Excel where inactive profiles were not including the transport details. [#22446]

8. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF325 Workflow Pending Requests where duplicate records could appear. [#22586]

9. Fixed an issue where a person's owned room would not populate when making a Go Show booking via Accommodation Arrivals in SAM.
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10. Fixed an issue where the Go Show popup on the Accommodation Arrivals page would show a different camp to the one being checked in while
adding the new booking.

11. Fixed an issue where the transport description was being displayed inconsistently in SAM and Workflow. Transport descriptions will always include
the Transport Code followed by the Transport Description. When searching for a transport to book, the search popup displays the transports in
time order with the earliest first. [#22718, # 22865]

12. Fixed an issue with Folio Leave Requests where the shift visual was not updating correctly when updating at the final requestor stage. [#22597]

13. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF183 Transport Arrivals where Employer names longer than 50 characters would cause the report to
fail. [#22639]

14. Fixed an issue where New Account emails from Workflow would not include the login name if the request updated an existing account which did
not have an email address. [#22685]
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